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TECHNICAL REPORT SUMMARY
Technical Problem:
An experimental program to investigate basic vacuum ultraviolet
photoionization processes in air is currently underway at Calspan Corporation.
Particular emphasis is directed toward the interaction of shock-induced nonequilibrium radiation with gaseous species.
Methodology:
The experimental shock-tube program consists of three tasks;
1.

Perform quantitative measurements to determine the
contribution of the NO molecule to the nonequilibrium,
vacuum ultraviolet emission spectrum from shock-heated
air.

Z.

Obtain quantitative, spectrally resolved measurements of
the nonequilibrium, vacuum ultraviolet flux from advancing
shock waves to verify previously developed excitation and
radiative flux models.

3,

Investigate possible excitation mechanisms leading to VUV
emission from molecular species pertinent to high-altitude
rocket plume radiation.

Technical Results:
Emphasis thus far has been directed toward the first task, that of
determining the role of NO in defining the resultant shock-induced vacuum
ultraviolet radiative flux.

This semiannual

report presents a brief review

of the problem, and the results of the experimental program to date. Based
upon previous computations, an initial series of shock-tube experiments
were completed, utilizing the splitter-plate absorption technique. As discussed in the previous semiannual technical report this initial series of
experiments utilized a LiF window adapter for the spectrometer, restricting
measurements to wavelengths greater than 1050 A.

During the present
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reporting period, measurements were obtained in the windowless region of
o

the VUV (i.e., X <

1050 A) utilizing the explosively driven, windowless

plunger.
Reflected shock radiation measurements using the splitter-plate
technique for absorption wera obtained at selected wavelengths ovor a bruad
A

U

O

wavelength interval, 706 A ^ X ^ l<d00 A, at a resolution of A A = 32 A.

Two

test gases were used; a mixture of 10% N? + 90% Neon both to confirm
previous measurements, and obtain new absorption data for pure N^ with
which to compare data from the total gases; and a <i% N. + 8% O. + 90%
Neon mixture for absorption measurements in a shocked gaseous mixture
containing vibrationally excited NO. Preliminary data reduction shows
absorption at wavelengths 8U A
► 970 A for the N2/02/Ne mixture.
Computations indicate that much of this absorption can be attributed to the
presence of NO in the shocked gas.
Comments:
The present report covers two six-month reporting periods; 1 May
1972 to 31 October 1972 and 1 November 1972 to 30 April 1973.

During this

total interval, the period of performance was extended to 31 August 1973,
and the third task which had addressed the area of multiple-step photoionization
processes, was redirected toward problems of interest in the ARPA Plume
Physics program.

In particular, possible excitation mechanisms leading to

VUV emission from molecular species pertinent to high-altitude rocket plume
radiation will be investigated.
The major emphasis during the next reporting period will be directed
toward final experiments and data analysis on Task I, and installation of the
modified optical systems so as to obtain measurements pertinent to both
tasks U and III concurrently.
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INTRODUCTION

The radiative properties of shock-heated gases are much different
from those measured at standard conditions, and extrapolations to nonequilibrium situations cannot readily be made.

Under strong-shock conditions,

vibrationai and rotational excited states of the molecular species are populated
in nonequilibrium distributions, where different temperatures must be assigned
to each of the internal energy modes.

The calculation of the ionizing radiative

flux emerging from a shock-heated gas has been discussed in Ref. 1, and
involves a knowledge of the gas dynamics and chemistry of the flow field,
the population of the excited states responsbile for the radiation, the spectral
shape and distribution of the radiation in the wavelength region of interest,
and a knowledge of the radiation transfer process, including emission and
absorption in the shock-heated gas. Examples of such situations are found
in areas of nuclear effects as well as reentry physics. The rate of early
fireball growth, for instance, involves the interaction of photons with shocked
atmospheric gases.
Two of the tasks addressed in .he present research program are
based on results obtained in the course of a reentry-related research program
in which the photoionization of the ambient atmosphere in front of a blunt reentry body was treated. {l' *• 4) These results were presented in detail in
Ref. 1, and will not be discussed here. However, during the co rse of those
experimental studies for N^ and subsequent computations for air, the
question arose as to the contribution of the NO molecule in the determination
of the nonequilibrium VUV emissive and absorptive properties of shock-heated
air.

Based upon available data for cold NO absorption,

' '

it may be

expected that NO will affect the VUV flux intensity, which highlights the need
for absorption coefficient data as a function of temperature.
The experimental research program reported herein is designed to
provide data pertinent to vacuum ultraviolet radiation and excitation processes
in air. To date, the effort has beer directed toward the first task, that of determining the role of NO in the spectral distribution of shock-induced VUV radiation.
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RESEARCH PROGRAM

Vacuum Ultraviolet Radiation Measurements
II. 1. 1 Experiment Description and Definition
A VUV absorption measurement program for the NO molecule,

similar in scope to that described in Refs. 1-4 for the N, molecule is currently underway.

These measurements are obtained using a high-purity

shock tube, with two pertinent features for VUV measurements of this
type.

The first feature of the experimental arrangement is a 3-channel

vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer coupled to the shock tube by an explosively
driven plunger unit, which serves as a fast-acting valve-shutter combination.
This windowless plunger was developed under a research program in which
photoionization cross sections for N,

O,

and C were obtained^8, ^

10

'

from emission measurements in the windowless region of the vacuum ultrao

m

violet ( A * 1050 A). The second feature is a splitter plate which fits into
the shock tube at the reflecting wall. The oncoming incident shock is divided
and proceeds down two separate channels.
the shock is reflected.

One channel is obstructed and

This pocket of gas serves as the light source (I ).

The light passes through a small aperture in the splitter plate, continuing
through the gas in the second channel and into the spectrometer through the
shutter-valve.

The gas in this channel has been processed by the incident

shock on.y, and hence is heated to a significantly lesser degree. The operation of the splitter plate is shown in Fig. la, with typical radiation data
Ö

given in Fig. lb. for the series of N^ absorption experiments performed

at CAL.

' '

A test gas mixture of 10% N2

+

90% Ne was used,

giving a reflected-shock temperature of 11,300° K which provided a continuum
source of radiation (Io) over the wavelength region of interest. ^ The absorbing gas gehind the incident shock was at a temperature of 6000" K.
The lower trace in Fig. lb is from a detector monitoring the total
O

reflected-shock radiation history at a wavelength of about 1300 A.
<

The upper

trace is the recorded signal from one channel of the VUV spectrometer

^"""——■
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viewing radiation at 760 A which has been partially absorbed by the incident
shock-heated gas.

A comparison of tnis signal to that obtained with the

reflected-shock light source on the spectrometer side of the splitter plate

I

gives the fraction of light transmitted through the heated gas.
This splitter-plate and spectrometer arrangement is being employed
for the NO absorption experiments.
As discussed in the previous
Semiannual Report/ ' prior to initiating the experimental program, sevei I
computations had to be completed in ordrr to define the experimental t^st
conditions.

Several criteria must be fulfilled in order to obtain suitable

absorption data.

For example, the test gas mixture, pressure and incident

shock speed must be compatible with: (1) attainment of reflected shock
conditions (i.e. , temperature) so as to obtain a suitably heatt-d, uniform
volume of gas to serve as a continuum light source I , and (Z) incident shock
conditions of temperature and species density, so as to obtain a measurable
range of absorption in the test gas.
Equilibrium shock wave computations1
test gas mixtures and reported in Ref. 1.

were initiated for various

Based on the previous N2 experi-

ments, a test gas mixture consisting of 90% neon as the carrier gas, at a
total pressure of 2 torr was used in the computations.

Neon is used to obtain

high reflected shock temperatures and is optically inactive in the wavelength
range of interest, 800 * X * 1100 A. Both incident and reflected shock conditions, over a range of shock strengths, were calculated for the following
gas mixtures:
90% Neon 1 10% NO
90% Neon + 10% Air (8% Nz i

2% O^,)

90% Neon + 5% N2 + 5% O^,
90% Neon + Z% N2 + 8% O^.
The results of these calculations were presented in detail in Ref. 1.

On the

basis of these computations, the series of absorption experiments was
initiated utilizing the 1% N^ - 8% O^ - 90% Neon test gas mixture.
::
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possible absorbing species in the incident-shocked gas are then, the molecular species N;|

CK and NO,

and the atomic species Ü and N.

However, the NO concentration, tor the shock speeds under consideration,
is approximately an order of magnitude greater than that of O^. But the
absorption characteristics of the abundant atomic species must be taken into
account.

The presence of the N atom at these cemperatures for example,
i

leads to absorption below 850 A, which is the absorption edge of the ground
state N—»N

+ e transition. This was observed experimentally during the

previous program directed at N . absorption coefficients.

' '

Calcula5
tions for the present gas mixture, however, at a shock velocity of 3. 8 x 10
o

cm/sec, indicate an absorption of only about 8% for A ^ 850 A due to the
rather low N atom concentration. Similarly, the presence of the O atom
o

will lead to absorption for wavelengths below 911 A, which is the absorption
edge of the ground state O-♦ O

+ e transition.

Similar calculations indicate

o

approximately 50% absorption for A.^911 A, due to the large number of O
atoms present in the incident-shocked gas. (For these computations, the
absorption cross-sections given in Ref. 12 were used).

On the basis of these

atomic absorption calculations, it can be seen that the molecular NO absorption measurements should be directed toward wavelengths greater than
911 A.
For the 2% N-, - 8% O. - 90% Ne gas mixture, and a nominal
shock velocity of 3. 8 x 10 5 cm/sec to be used in the experiments, the re■

L.^

flected -hock temperature is 11,300° K, and the absorbing gas behind the
incident shock is at a temperature of 5000° K.
II. 1.2 Experimental Results
An initial test series of shock-tube splitter-plate experiments has
been completed. For the first part of this series, the explosively driven
plunger which couples the VUV spectrometer to the shock tube was replaced
o
with a LiF window adapter. Thus, wavelengths greater than about 1050 A
were observed during these tests. The primary purpose of these tests (discussed in detail in Ref. 1) was to establish shock-tube performance and
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and radiation characteristics of the various test gas mixtures and to compare
these characteristics with measurements from a simple N, - Neon test
gas.

Vigure L shows a schematic of the experimental arrangement employed

for the experiments, showing three possible endwall configurations, and
cithei a LiF window or explosively driven plunger coupling the spectrometer
to the shock tube.

The primary diagnostic for the shock radiation is the
(8 9 10)
three-channel vacuum-ultraviolet spectrometer. ' '
A small mirror
inside the spectrometer arm was used to permit a photomultiplier-filter
o

combination to view 5100 A radiation through the same optical path. On the
opposite side of the shock tube another photomultiplier-filter assembly viewed
i300 A radiation, and a thin-film heat transfer gauge was used to display the
wall temperature rise (AT) duetothe incident and reflected shock waves.
Approximately six feet upstream of the reflecting endwall, several
detectors were used to monitor the radiation from the hot gas behind the
incident shock wave. Here, two photomultiplier-filter combinations were
o
o
used to view radiation at i500 A and 6600 A, and an EMR solar-blind PMT
■
was utilized to view radiation in the 1300 A wavelength range. In addition,
a thin-film wall AT gauge was also displayed to aid in the determination of
the incident-shock test time. All of the wavelength intervals chosen for
measurements correspond to emitting transitions in the shock heated gas mixture.

Spectral intensities from these transitions have previously been recorded

and used to monitor the state of the shocked gases.

Similarly, the sidewall

heat transfer data are used to monitor shock tube operation and repeata' ility.
The t* st gas mixtures were admitted to the shock tube through a
pumping/loading manifold to an initial pressure of 2. torr. Room temperature
hydrogen, at pressures from 650 - 1350 psi, was used as the driver gas.
Resultant shock speeds in this test series ranged from approximately 11, 500 14,000 ft/sec.
The first part of the test series utilizing the LiF window adapter
was described in detail in the previous semi-annual report (Ref. I).

However,

a brief discussion of the wavelengths investigated and preliminary results
are included herein since additional measurements were obtained using the

I
I
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I
the explosively driven plunger adapter.

For the LiF window experiments,

■

o

the grating setting was adjusted such that

1110 A,

o

o

1180 A

and 16Z5 A

radiation was monitored in first order, with a bandpass of - 16 A.

However,

the detector response has dropped considerably at the longest wavelength
o

(1625 A) and no radiation data was obtained.
Previous measurements^ ' ' ' for N. and calculations indicated
that the incident-shocked gas should be transparent at the wavelengths ino

v.-stigated during this test series (1110 A,

a

1180 A).

However the splitter-

plate data obtained for both the 2% N^/8% O^, and the 10% N, mixtures
indicated a substantially lower signal when the reflected pocket is on the op(8 9 10)
posite side of the shock tube, i.e. , I / I# « .25. Earlier experiments ' '

.

indicated that there could be substantial absorption in the boundary layer near
the explosively driven plunger entrance, if sufficient care were not taken to
pump away the boundary layer. To determine if this was the cause of the
reduced signals, the same wavelengths were investigated early in the explosively driven plunger test series described below.
Following preliminary experiments to validate the sequencing of the
plunger open time, the VUV spectrometer grating was adjusted to monitor
o
o
•
the wavelength intervals noted earlier; 1110 A, 1180 A and 812 A. The
O

third wavelength region was viewed
order,

in second order, i.e., 1625 A first

o

812 A second order) since the LiF window which had previously
O

restricted the measurements to wavelengths > 1050 A had been removed.
In this windowless coupled configuration, the preliminary measurements indicated the following for the 2% N^/8% <D,/90% Neon gas mixture at a shock
speed of 3. 8 x 10 cm/sec:

I

I
I

wavelength

1110 A

1180 A

812 A

I / I0

experiment

~ 0.94

~ 0.94

^ 0.22

I / I0

calculated

0.95
(N^, only)

1.0
(N, only)

0.35
(O + N only)

•

—

'■

"
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At the wavelengths of 1110 A and 1180 A , these later experiments indicated
that the gas is essentially transparent, as opposed to the I / I0 value of fts 0. <Lb
obtained when the LiF window adapter was used.

These results are in sub-

stantial agreement with measurements obtained earlier* ' * '

which indicated

that there could be a substantial effect of the boundary layer on the measurements if sufficient care were not taken to pump it away.
Also indicated in the table are approximate calculated values of 1 / l0 .
o

o

At wavelengths of 1110 A and 1180 A, the calculations assumed that ' nly N^
was responsible for absorption; the experiments are in substantial agreement
with the calculations indicating that the presence of NO had no effect on the
o

measurements.

At 81^ A, the calculations were performed with O and N

atoms as the principal absorbing species.

At this wavelength the experimental

value was smaller, indicating that the NO molecule may be contributing to the
absorption process.
Additional experiments were perform.-d at various VUV spectrometer
grating settings as follows for the same mixture and shock speed:
wavelength
I/J,,

experiment

I / 10

calculated

895 A

070 A

706 A

- 0. 13

~ Q.Ll

^0.30

(N2

0.535
O.ZO
(N,
alone)
+ O alone)

0.Z5
(O + N alone)

Again, the calculations at each wavelength were performed for the dominant
•
o
absorbing species (other than NO) as indicated. At 895 A and 970 A,
the experimental values are considerably smaller than the calculated values,
again indicating that the NO molecule may be contributing to the absorption
process.
These results are shown in Figure 3, which presents the ratio I/JL
as a function of wavelength for both the experimental and calculated values.
Shown for the calculations are the contributions for each specie as indicated,
and the overall computed absorption for the incident-shocked gas mixture,
excluding the presence of NO.

As noted earlier, the presence of O atoms

•

must be taken into account ior wavelengths below

'HI A,

o

and below 850 A,

the N atoms contribute approximately 8% to the absorption process.

The

experimental data can be compared with the computed values, and any substantial deviation may be attributed m part to absorption from the

NO mole-

cules present in the shocked jias.
For wavelengths greater than about

1100 A, the gas is essentially

transparent, with no substantial absorption from either N.
at the shortest wavelength investigated to date,

or NO.

Also,

706 A, there appears to be

no substantial NO absorption and the O and N contributions can essentially
account for the measured data.
and 970 A,

However, at wavelengths of 81-i A,

895 A,

the experimental results are substantially below the calculations,

and NO absorption may play a major role in this wavelength regioi .
At

895 A, for example, if the difference between the calculated and

measured v-.lues of 1/I0 were attributed only to vibrationally excited NO,
an absorption coefficient of

^NO % 9,900 cm"1 is obtained.

This can be

(5 6)

favorably compared with a n easured value in cold NO of '
9000 cm"

at 898 A.

approximately

However, at the 812 A and 970 A wavelengths, if the

indicated difference were ascribed only to NO, the absorption coefficients
obtained are too high: at
K

no *

-M.OOO cm

.

coefficient near HiOA,

812 A,

4

ä

I 3, 000 cm" '

and at 970 A.

Although there is a peak in the cold NO absorption
i.e., ^0 » 3000 cm" ', the experimentally deter-

mined value is much greater than this.
The tabulations given in Ref, 12 indicate several strong lines of the
O atom particularly in the 970 A bandpass, and to a lesser extent, in the
812 A bandpass.

The 895 A bandpass is relatively free of strong lines,

and the additional absorption observed may in fact, be attributed to the NO

I"
:

I

mok^ule.

The experimental data at

812 A and 970 A, however, is com-

promised due to the presence of strong lines.

Thus, attributing the addi-

tional absorption at these wavelengths only to the NO molecule would lead
to extremely large absorption coefficients, as indicated previously.

I
I
111. CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS

I

The initial test series for the NO splitter-plate experiments has
been completed, with preliminary measurements obtained for the wavelength
interval

700 A ^ A ^ 1200 A.

Final splitter-plate experiments will be

performed with a smaller bandpass to enable absorption measurements to
be made in regions free of strong lines. The gas mixture and shock speed
discussed in this report will be used for the final experiments.
After completion of the splitter-plate tests, the high-resolution optics
will be installed for the excitation measurements, and Task II and III experiments will be performed concurrently.
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